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About This Game

Something has gone terribly wrong. There aren't many people left these days. The...things that showed up - after the Experiment
tore a hole through reality - have seen to that. You're not sure how much time you, or humanity itself, has left. If you have

enough bullets, and enough batteries, maybe you can live long enough to fight off the monsters and see tomorrow. If you see
enough tomorrows, you just might be able to get back to the event and close off the hole that these monsters keep emerging

from.

The Brookhaven Experiment is a Virtual Reality survival shooter for the HTC Vive. Players will have to use the weapons and
tools provided to survive ever more terrifying waves of horrific monsters in an attempt to figure out what caused the beginning

of the end of the world, and, if they're strong enough, stop it from happening. Keep your head on a swivel, upgrade your
equipment, shoot, and if all else fails pistol whip your way through the monster hoards to survive one more day.

Features

 Virtual Reality Shooter

 Realistic pistol Aiming/firing

 Weapon/item Upgrade Selection System

 Survival Economy
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 Monster/player Interaction

 Situational Horror

 Occassional Pants Wetting
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Really enjoy this game. I look forward to seeing where it goes from here too. The game feels very slow paced and aiming
(without the an attachment) feels off. It's not an awful game but I don't think it's worth £14.99.. It is very enjoyable to play and
the only reason that a lot dont recommend it is beacuse its not a open world game. It is still a very fun shooter that I highly
recommend.. Absolutely loving this game at the moment, one of my favorites on the vive.
Survival mode could be a bit better, most of my friend when I've had them play it were very confused when they bought a gun
and it disappeared after one wave even though most require money from two waves.
Also the thrown weapons still feel a little clunky and hard to get the hang of without a shooting range type area.
Lastly, the melee weapons seem to do a little too much damage. Not that I'm saying the game is too easy with them, I just feel
that the machete and flashlight both feel pretty similar in strength which seems a bit off.

Aside from those small complaints the game is great, it looks great, it feels great with the haptic feedback of the guns, and it
sounds great. Put on some headphones and really get immersed into it.. It's rare that I take the unpopular minority position, but
I'm gonna have to here. I bought this game, played it for 45 minutes, and immediately am refunding it.
This game has a single massive pro: The spook is very real. The zombie creatures give off the same vibe as those in 28 Days
Later and it is legitimately terrifying and panic-inducing, which is awesome.
Sadly, that's just about the only positive thing I could say about it. The game generally feels like little more than a tech demo
that was intended to show off how great VR is, than an actual 20$ release. Besides the background spook factor, after a while,
the game feels like you're just waiting for zombies to walk into your gun. Here are my specific annoyances:
-Sound design feels weak and low-budget. In a game like this, that can really take you out of the immersion.
-Unbalanced weaponry. All the pistols are pretty much equally generic and average, the SMG guns are generally overpowered
but run out of ammo way too quickly for it to feel like a viable option ever. The shotgun is dumb as heck, just because in a 360
degree VR FPS, close-quarter combat weapons are plain stupid since you have to patiently wait for the zombies to walk close up
enough to you. And the revolver- oh boy. So overpowered that it not only renders all the other guns useless, but is so OP it
makes the game boring.
-The weapon attachments, charms, and special ammo types all feel ridiculously tacked-on and phony. I can tell that the
developers probably only added this because they were insecure about the lack of content they had.
-Physics: Literally every enemy, when approaching me to attack within a foot or two, they *literally* did a harmless leap-frog
over me before attacking me. I get that this is just a glitch, but in a game like this, it's immersion-breaking enough to be game-
breaking. I'm panicking as they're approaching me, only for them to do this weird and totally-not-terrifying attack.
-AWFUL AWFUL AWFUL hitpoint display//gore tendencies. This is really the game-breaking issue. The enemies are
animated so that when you shoot them on a zone of their body- pretty much only either arm or head- that body part awkwardly
disappears. Where's the gore!?!?!? I would've expected/wanted in this kinda game a killing floor-esque gore system where the
enemies feel brutally dismemberable. This game feels ultra low-budget and because of this, killing the zombies does not feel
even close to satisfying. In a game like this, especially with such a lack of content, it's absolutely UNACCEPTABLE to have
bland and unsatisfying gore.

Maybe 6 months ago when commercially available virtual reality was new, this would've (and rightfully should've) made a
splash. New Vive titles, however, are teaching us a MUCH higher standard for shooting quality than this game has. For over 5$
or so, this game is a definite pass.. This wave-based shooter is more fun and immersive than I expected. The demo was great - at
the time - but in the months since the demo went live, it seems *everything* is coming up zombies in the VR world.

Still, the gun action feels good, and the re-tuned waves are more exciting and hectic now. I'm getting some good play value out
of it, and looking forward to the later levels.

You definitely want to play this one alone in a room with headphones on. Some good scare moments, and memorable
atmosphere.. Extrememly well done game! Especially for the price : ) The presence is awesome. The graphics are outstanding. It
takes awhile to not be scared of the monsters when they get close. The controls are very responsive. 2 complaints though.
Figuring out how to select the thrown weapons is dumb luck. You can search online all day and never really find the answer.
Hint: You have to press the right track pad (the weapon hand) after the wave has started. The game never tells you how to do
this. And it is still awkward when you figure it out. Also there is a huge jump in difficulty on the bridge. It went to pure hell
mode fast. You will get slaughtered on the bridge. Otherwise a great game to show off to first time users.. Scary is the only word
that comes to mind when describing this game. But the absoluete horror aspect of this game is created by great sounds, amazing
controls and menu interface, and astounding graphics! I would definitely recomend buying.. Not worth it. Gets boring as wave
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Hard to play without the laser sight, but they made it an end game item unlock.

Other than that though, great game.. quot;The Brookhaven Experiment is an intensely dark, atmospheric wave-based VR shooter
for the HTC Vive and Oculus Rift.

The game's story centres around an experiment gone wrong, which has torn a hole through the fabric of reality and let monsters
and demons out and into our world. So yes, it's basically Doom, but in virtual reality.

With a game that promises "situational horror" and "occassional pants wetting" you can more than assume it'll be a thrilling
pulse-raiser of a game. And, by jove, you wouldn't be wrong..."

The Brookhaven Experiment is a lot of fun. It's basically Doom in VR with angry monsters leaping out at your from the dark.
Make sure you've got plenty of space and conserve your ammo and you'll be fine!

"The Brookhaven Experiment is a joy to play, especially if you're a fan of zombie shooters or enjoy fighting off waves of
terrifying monsters.

There's no much of a story, but what did you expect? This game is all about intense shooting action. It's one of those games
where you quickly work up a sweat. Ducking, dodging, kneeling and popping off bullets at demons quickly becomes tiring, but
it's never not fun.

For a wave-based shooter there's plenty of longevity thanks to unlocks and challenges, too, which will keep play fresh
throughout its 10 campaign missions. Well, fresh if you can keep your kecks dry."

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-r6LOf_YLMY&t=11s

Warning, does contain giant angry spiders.

Read the rest of my review on Pocket-lint here - http://www.pocket-lint.com/review/141799-the-brookhaven-experiment-
review-virtual-reality-monsters-in-your-living-room. Very well executed. I was wondering how it would compare to other stand
still titles upon release and it knocks them out of the park! Much replay value in the way the ammo system is set up. You can
farm the early levels in order to build up ammo for the later ones. You will find items and new firearms though out the levels
but they are not in plain sight. Keep an eye out at all times. All in all, super fun and a great title to scare the crap out of your
friends. I have had a couple "Nope out". Now as a full-on game i do not recommend as much

BUT

if you want to scare the crap out of your friends (and yourself) then boy is this game for you.

I purchased the game just to see how scary VR can be...it turned out the answer is VERY scary, this game is atmospheric, the
sound is amazing, and is extremely immersive.

10/10 for horror
6/10 gameplay

. For the $15 I paid, yes. For $20 or more, it's more questionable. It's the same as the demo but with more levels, monsters,
weapons, and a weapon progression system. You stand in one spot, listen for monsters, point your flashlight in that direction,
confirm that something is there, and you shoot it until it dies. It gets good when multiple monsters are coming at you from
different directions simultaneously, and you have to decide which to kill first with little or no time to think.. My 24-year-old
brother SCREAMED.... 'Nough said

10/10 would hear that beautiful sound again. After playing the demo and watching some of the people who work in my
corworking space run away from the zombies I figured I should buy it to see what else you can do. It was awesome to see that
there is actually a story, progression, and lots to do. The gameplay is great, the art is fantastic.
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I did discover that the most OP weapon in the game is the knife. I feed it to the zombies and win every round.. I consider The
Brookhaven Experiment to be a good "starter" VR game. Excellent for showing friends what VR can be like. Its simple, it shows
off interesting environments, and gives off a good sense of scale that desktop games can never hope to reach. If you're new to
VR, I say buy it, though if you're not, pick it up on sale.. For maximum gaming experience, let your friends play and poke them
with a bambo stick/broom at a moment of your choosing

11/10 i have no more friends. Prob the best Zombie survival game out for the Vive so far.

Pro's

Great feeling with the guns regarding recoil etc.
Melee system works suprising well especially for the baby zombies.
Graphics look very good for a VR Title
The jump scare moments always get your blood pumping and flintching with the scorpians shooting webs at your face.
Good amount of weapon variaty and customisation
Suprising amount of levels that the campaign offers.

Cons

The music on the main menu, i get that's it's a horror game but come on guys, All that noise just for it to show "The Brookhaven
Experiment" it's too much considering the volume of that compared to the rest of the game like R.I.P headphone users.

Also the noises after every wave are insanely loud just for it to show the score that you got they are way to over the top.

Things i think everyone in the community would love.

Co-Op would be a fantastic addition to the game. Playing the game alone is good and all and adds to the vibe but i think adding
Co-Op would be great seen as me and my friends really would like to play with each other defending wave after wave.

Duel weild weapons like you could drop your flashlight on the ground or something and have 2 pistols that would be really cool.

Great game would reccommend if you're in to Zombie horror games.

8/10 would be a solid 9 or 10 if the issues i mentioned got fixed regarding game volume and a co-op mode :)
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